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Sea Battle of the Anglo-Dutch Wars

Willem van de Velde the Younger c. 1700

Yale Center for British Art 
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:152
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Sailing and fighting instructions for His Majesties fleet.

In 1710, the Royal Navy issued the 31-page Sailing and fighting instructions for His
Majesties Fleet (see Adams and Waters).

The work covers almost every conceivable scenario and condition for communicating
between His Majesty's ships: signals by day or by night, "sailing in a fog," "instructions to
be observed by younger captains to the elder," and--most important--"fighting
instructions": "When the Admiral would have the fleet draw into a line of battel [sic], one
ship ahead of another (according to the method given to each captain) he will hoist an
Union flag at mizen-peek, and fire a gun; and every flag ship in the fleet is to make the same signal."

Has significant extra-illustrations and emendations by Admiral Sir John Norris, Commander-in-Chief of the 
Royal Navy. Each of the printed instructions in the volume is accompanied by a pen-and-ink drawing (with 
watercolor), depicting the ship with the flag disposition, and drawings of one, two, or ten guns, as the signal 
requires. Many of the printed instructions are supplemented by additions and elaborations, in a neat clerical 
hand. The fighting instruction, for example, is followed by: "and every ship is to sail immediately into her own 
station and keep the same distance those ships do that are next to the admiral, always taking his from the centre."
The two extensive additional signals for "chasing" on the final blank leaf are signed by Norris.

Yale Center for British Art 
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/orbis:11690706
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An Indiaman and a Two Decker Hove to, 
Said to be Thomas Dumar, Esq. in H.M. 
Ship 'Portland' Delivering the Leeward Island Convoy, in 1776

Thomas Luny

Yale Center for British Art 
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:917
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Shipping in a Calm

Peter Monamy

between 1700 and 1725

Yale Center for British Art 
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:932
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Launching at Deptford

John Cleveley the elder

ca. 1757

Yale Center for British Art 
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:619
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British Men-of-War and a Sloop

Peter Monamy

between 1720 and 1730

Yale Center for British Art 
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:291
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Market boat with Dutch flag

1645
Stained Glass

The Metropolitan Museum of Art
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/191952

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/191952
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:291
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:619
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:932
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An English Sloop and a Frigate in a Light Breeze

Francis Swaine

undated, exhibited between 1762 and 1782

Yale Center for British Art 
https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:1085
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Promotion path of British Admirals of the 19th century under usage of 
Royal Navy flags of 18th century. Note these were ensign flags of the 
coloured squadrons and not the different command flags each flag officer flew. There
were also Commodores of the Red, White and Blue. The rank of Admiral 
of the Red did not exist prior to 1805.

Wikicommons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:British_admirals_promotion_path.svg
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French replica light frigate Hermione 

at New York South Street Seaport Pier 15, 1 July 2015

Wikicommons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:HermioneInNewYork20150701-aft.jpg#/media/
File:HermioneInNewYork20150701.jpg
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Paul Jones shooting a sailor who had attempted to strike his colours in an engagement 

The deck of a ship in action. Jones fires a pistol point-blank at a sailor (left) who stands under the
striped American flag, one hand raised towards a rope. Other sailors stand round, two wounded men
lie on the deck. Jones rests one foot on the body of a dead man, a cutlass is under his left arm, four
pistols are stuck in his belt. c.1779 

Probably the incident during the encounter of the 'Bon Homme Richard' with the 'Serapis', when a
gunner shouted for quarter till Jones knocked him down with the butt of a pistol. In the manner of
history rather than satire, and tending to the glorification of Jones

 Wikicommons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Paul_Jones_shooting_a_sailor_who_had_attempted_to_strike_his_colours_in_an_engagement_(BM_1935,0522.1.
7_1).jpg
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https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/catalog/tms:1085
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Skeleton on White - Olivier (La Buse) Levasseur Pirate Flag

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Olivier_(La_Buse)_Levasseur_Pirate_Flag.svg

Skulls, Sword, Hourglass on Black - Pirate flag of Jean Thomas Dulaien

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
File:Pirate_flag_of_Jean_Thomas_Dulaien_(alternate_design).svg

Trumpeter on Green – Edward Low

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Edward_Low_The_Green_Trumpeter_flag.svg

Roberts with Death on Black – Bartholomew Roberts

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bartholomew_Roberts_Flag.svg

Houglass, Arm, Skull on Red - Christopher Moody

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_Christopher_Moody.svg

Death, Spear, Heart on Black  - Blackbeard (Edward Teach)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Pirate_Flag_of_Blackbeard_(Edward_Teach).svg

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Olivier_(La_Buse)_Levasseur_Pirate_Flag.svg
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